Mid-Atlantic and Philadelphia's Annual Joint Meeting

Hosts: Woodholm Country Club
Jack Montecalvo, CGCS
Barry Furhman, Golf Professional
Mike Hoskams, General Manager
Ben Kuhlz. Club President

Costs: Dinner $15.00
Carts $12.00 (please note that there are only 25 carts)
Caddies $7.50 a bag

Woodholm Golf Course opened in 1927 as a 9 hole course. The second 9 holes was opened two years later. The greens consist of Cohansy C7 and Poa Annua. The tees and fairways are mostly Rye with a dash of Zoysia, Poa and Bluegrass. In 1976 Zoysia was sprigged into all of the fairways by Jack Kidwell. We have been unable to see or find any significant amounts of new Zoysia since that time.

In the spring of 1979 the first hole was considerably altered. A new tee was built with new fairway and greens traps. We anticipate doing more of this type of work to other holes on the course.

Jack Montecalvo was born in Philadelphia and raised in south Jersey. He and his wife Rose have 4 children: Linda, Jacqueline, Michele, and Adele (who Jack says could become another Nancy Lopez), along with two grand children: Geoffrey and Stephanie.

Jack had been a Golf Course Superintendent in New Jersey at Woodcrest C.C., Willingboro C.C., and Ocean Acres C.C.

Recently Jack has been chosen to represent GCSSA at the 3rd International Turf Symposium, to be held in Hainsport, England Oct. 1979.

Directions: Take exit 20 off of the Baltimore Beltway 695. Proceed west (away from Pikesville) 50 yards to Woodholme Ave. Take a left to reach the Clubhouse.
Phone: 486-3700 or 486-8280